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CORROBOREE

tralian geographers do best -
putting things in perspective.

ln the subdued and subtle
landscape of Weipa, the shell
mounds were the titans of
topography, some towering
over 5 metres. But were theY

middens? To resolve this
issue I examined the 3 m tall
Kwamter mound on the north
bank of the Embley River.

This was the mound studied
by the Cambridge archaeolo-
gists, who claimed that its
cockleshells accumulated
gradually from 1200 years

ago until recently.
I collected shells at 10 dif-

ferent depths 30 to 40 centi-
metres apart and sent them
to the Australian National
University Radiocarbon
Dating Laboratory. The
results showed that eight
of the samples were about
900 years old, while the
remaining two, from the toP

of the mound, were about
650 years old. This lent no

support to the hYPothesis
of human origin - had the
mound been created by
generations of Aborigines.
the ages of the shells should

Shell haven. Tim Stone (ight)
pauses for a rest on one of the

nest-mounds he believes the

scrubfowl built from shells that
were initiolly deposited bY wave

action. Carbon doting of shells

provided a vital clue.

have become progressivelY
younger from the bottom
of the mound to the toP, In
reality most of the shells were
of roughly the same age.

Having thrown serious
doubt on the theory of human
origin. I set about looking for
a natural explanation for the
mounds. I mapped and exam-

ined the mounds at two sites
on opposite sides of the
nearby Mission River, and

dug holes near them to estab-
lish the extent of the shell
debris. I concluded that the
shells were initially dePosited
during the formation of chen-
iers, the wave-built ridges of

shell or sand distributed
across a broad plain of much
finer sediment.

These cheniers are a

common coastal landform in
northern Australia and the

shell mounds had grown

where the sea had concen-
trated the shells. Where
few shells were deposited,
mounds ol sand and gravel

had grown in their Place.
Clearly the same process of
mound formation was at work
on all sorts of sediment.

So what had piled these
diverse sediments into giant

heaps? As I opened my lunch
on top of a shell mound in

Weipa's superb Uningan
Nature Reserve. I was

approached by a banana
grower from Innislail who
paused disbelievinglY at a

sign declaring the feature to
be an Aboriginal midden.

Also staring at me with
some disbelief. he said:
"Looks like a turkeY nest to
me." He was, of course, refer-
ring to the mound-building
scrubfowl. whose nesting
behaviour most sensiblY
explains the presence of
these remarkable mounds.

Tim Stone
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l. Ridges of shells and coorse sand, called

cheniers, ore formed by wove action along
ports of the coast of northern Austrolia,

porticularly neor river mouths'

2.Orange-footed scrubfowl roke debris from

the cheniers to build mounds for incubot-

ing their eggs. Where the cheniers contoin

a lot of shells, so do the neorby mounds'

3. Analysis of a typical mound shows that
the shells did not occumulate gradually'

Most of it dates bock 9A0 years, while the

top two somples are 650 Years old'
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